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A Dangerous Atrophy Chapter 1 To 3
Chapter 01
“It’s not me, you believe me. Anna Jian stared at the people in the car stubbornly. Under
the heavy rain, the car windows were wet by the rain, and the flowered windows could
vaguely see the car. In that cold face. Anna Jian stood with a trembling body, standing
outside the car, through the window, shouting loudly: “Danny Shen! You at least listen to
it!”
When the car door suddenly opened, Anna Jian was too happy to be happy, and with a
strong force, she slammed her into the car, and she planted on him, her dry white shirt,
instantly wet.
“Danny Shen, those bast*rds who hurt Adriana were not arranged by me…” Jian
Tonggang said, a slender and powerful finger pinched her chin without mercy, and his
unique magnetic voice came over his head: ” Do you like me so much?”
A cold voice, with a slight smell of tobacco-his taste.
“What?” Anna Jian was a little confused, she liked him, the whole world knew, why
would he suddenly ask this now?
The man pinched Anna Jian’s chin, the other arm, slender and powerful, stretched
towards her, and the fingertips gently fell to her cheeks that had been beaten by the
rain. Anna Jian was drowned and lost by those gentle eyes. Now, she seems to have
heard the next sentence, the man asked her “Is it cold?”
The man suddenly exuded an icy breath, and said coldly, “Anna, do you like me so
much? You like it so much that you don’t hesitate to kill Adriana?”
A chill came from the bottom of my heart and spread to the limbs for a moment. Anna
Jian instantly became sober and couldn’t help smiling slightly…she said, how could this
man’s tenderness be given to her. It turned out that it wasn’t gentle at all, it was just
Satan’s smile.
“I didn’t intend to kill Adriana…” She wanted to explain to herself.
“Yes, you didn’t intend to kill Adriana. You just spent money to buy up a few gangsters
and let them r@pe Adriana.” The man’s eyes gradually became irritable, and he didn’t
give Anna Jian a chance to explain. The sound, tore the clothes on Anna Jian’s body.
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“Ah~!”
Along with screaming, Anna Jian was pushed out of the car mercilessly and fell into the
rain in embarrassment. The cold voice of the man in his ears was particularly
pronounced in the sound of rain:
“Anna Jian, Miss Anna, what do you do to Adriana, I do to you. How good is it to be
naked?”
Huh!
Anna Jian suddenly raised her head and looked into the car door incredulously. The
man sat in the car, gave her a condescending look, took out the veil, and wiped his
fingers slowly: “Anna, I am very tired now, please Back.”
“Danny Shen! Listen to me! I really…”
“It’s not impossible for me to listen to you.” The man raised his eyelids indifferently, and
glanced at Anna: “If you would be willing to kneel in front of my Shen’s manor one night,
maybe I am in a good mood, willing Give Anna ten minutes.”
The door of the car suddenly closed, and a veil was thrown out of the car, and it fell in
front of Anna Jian, wet by rain.
Anna Jian lowered his head, picked up the veil in the rain, and pinched it firmly in his
palm.
The car drove into the Shen Family Manor, and the iron gate of the Shen Family Manor
closed mercilessly in front of her.
In the rain, Anna Jian’s face was pale. She stood for a while, then suddenly raised her
head and walked to the gate of the Shen Family Manor. She pressed her lips tightly and
slammed her knee to the ground.
She kneels!
Not because of atonement!
Just because Adriana is her friend of Anna! The friend died, she should bow down. Not
because everyone thought she killed Adriana!
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She kneels!
I also begged this man to give her ten minutes and listen to her!
The clothes on his body were torn and in tatters, barely able to cover important parts.
She covered her body with her hands, but her waist was straight, she was proud, she
was proud and unyielding even when she was kneeling! Her self-esteem, her dignity,
she is Anna Jian from Shanghai Beach!
She knelt down stubbornly, just for a chance to explain clearly. She hasn’t done it, she
doesn’t recognize the things she hasn’t done!
But, will there really be this opportunity?
Really, can you explain it clearly?
And, really, does anyone believe her?
The rain is getting bigger and bigger, and it never stops from beginning to end.
…
One night passed
In the downpour, Anna Jian still knelt outside the Shen family manor.
The rain drenched her dress and she had been kneeling in the rain all night.
The morning finally came, and the manor that had been silent for a night finally gained
popularity. The old, silver-haired butler, holding an old-fashioned black umbrella, walked
over from the courtyard of the manor.
The iron gate that had sealed the dust overnight “creaked” and opened a gap to the
sides. Anna Jian finally made a move, raised his drooping head, and the old
housekeeper who was standing in the middle of the iron gate gave a pale smile.
“Miss Anna, Mr. Shen wants you to leave here.” The old housekeeper combed his hair
meticulously. Even if it rains, there is no messy hair. It is as rigorous as the trees and
plants in the Shen family manor. The old housekeeper dropped a piece of clothing for
Anna Jian.
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Anna Jian stretched out a hand that had been soaked in the rain all night, and put it on
tremblingly. He opened his pale and bloodless lips, and his voice was hoarse and firm:
“I want to see him.”
The old butler did not lift his eyelids, and passed the original words of the manor owner
word by word: “Mr. Shen said, the existence of Miss Anna has polluted the environment
of the manor, so let Miss Anna you do not obstruct his eyes.”
From the time of the accident to the present, Anna Jian did not show a trace of
cowardice. At this moment, she pretended to be strong, no matter how hard to maintain,
her shoulders trembled, revealing her injured heart.
Anna Jian closed her eyes, the rain on his face made people confused whether the wet
corner of his eyes was rain or tears. The old housekeeper looked at her blankly. Anna
Jian opened his eyes again, raised his head and said to the old butler: “Steward Xia, no
matter what you think, I haven’t bought the little gangsters to ruin Adriana’s innocence.
Anyway, your hatred, I Can’t bear it without complaint.”
Although Anna Jian was exhausted, she spoke clearly and clearly… This was a woman
who was willing to bow her head temporarily but was full of pride.
The old housekeeper finally had a reaction other than “indifferent”. A pair of gray
eyebrows were twisted, and his eyes were full of disgust when looking at Anna,
“Adriana is my daughter. She has been very well-behaved and sensible since
childhood. She had never set foot in such a chaotic and dirty place as a bar night scene,
but she was insulted to death by a group of gangsters in such a place where the
gangsters were infested.
Miss Anna, we checked her newsletter. Before the incident, she called you and sent you
a simple message. The content of Jane’s message was: I have reached the “night of
night”, how about you boy. “
The old butler stared at Anna Jian and hated her, “Miss Anna, you are not the cats,
dogs, and dogs who killed you, but the living people! People are already dead, and you
are still arguing! Everyone knows that Miss Anna is crazy. Mr. Shen, and Mr. Shen only
has my daughter Adriana in his heart, who hates you so much, you are obviously
jealous of Adriana, and you can’t ask Mr. Shen, so that you want to ruin Adriana’s
innocence. Miss Anna It’s so vicious that people don’t dare to flatter me!”
Anna Jian is speechless. Adriana is the daughter of Steward Xia, and she is the love of
Danny Shen, and Anna is the female partner of her unrequited love Danny Shen. Well
now, Adriana is dead. She Anna is not only a female partner, but also a vicious female
partner.
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“Miss Anna, please leave.” The old butler said, “By the way, Mr. Shen asked me to
convey a word from Miss Anna.”
Anna Jian suddenly looked at the old housekeeper.
“Mr. Shen said, why isn’t the person who died you?”
Anna Jian’s body knelt on the ground shook unsupportably, and a sharp pain came from
her heart.
The old housekeeper turned around, and the corners of his wrinkled mouth, coldly
drawn out a rigid arc, making the old-fashioned face look cold and cruel.
Adriana was killed by Anna Jian, he was unhappy, he hated Anna Jian’s viciousness.
Anna Jian supported her body that was so cold to her bones, she stood up swayingly,
she just stood up, her legs and feet numb and threw her ass down on the cold asphalt,
laughing at herself…Why is the dead person not you?
It’s like what that man would say. Anna Jian gave a smile that was even more ugly than
crying: “Adriana, Adriana, you have died, I have become the point of a thousand men.”
On the second floor of the Shenjia Manor, the man was slender, with wide shoulders
and narrow hips. He casually covered his body in a black nightgown, bare feet, and his
tall body stood quietly in front of the French windows. Looking at the outside of the
manor indifferently, the back in the rain.
“Mr. Shen, what you have explained has been conveyed to Miss Anna verbatim.” The
old butler drove away Anna Jian and quietly stood at the door of the master bedroom.
Danny Shen shook the red wine glass in her hand, and when she heard the old
housekeeper’s words, she indifferently retracted her gaze on Anna Jian. She gave a
series of orders indifferently with thin lips: “Notify Jian family, if you want Anna Jian,
there is no Jian’s family. I want the Jian family. From now on, there is no Anna in the
Jian family.”
“Yes.”
“Secondly, the notice s is big. There is no file for Anna at s. The notice is high. Anna
was expelled for fighting during school. Her highest education is junior high school.”
“Yes.”
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“Last point,” Danny Shen said coolly, “Send her to prison.”
After hearing this, the old butler suddenly raised his head and was stunned: “Mr. Shen?”
“murder pays her life, buys others, and deliberately murders her. Let her go to jail for
three years. What? Xia steward thinks I did not do it right?” The three-year time limit
was set by Danny Shen for Anna Jian. The existing evidence is insufficient. , But Danny
Shen angrily determined.
“No, Mr. Shen did the right thing….Thank you, Mr. Shen, oh oh,” the old butler burst into
tears, and even cried: “If it weren’t for Mr., the fault that Anna Jian committed to Adriana
would have No punishment. As a family member of Anna Jian, I can’t do anything with
Anna Jian. Thank you, Mr. Thank you, Mr.. Uuuuu~”
Danny Shen turned around and stood in front of the floor-to-ceiling windows. He
watched the back disappearing in the corner on the oil-parking road downstairs, with a
haze under his eyes. His slender digits pinched the wine glass and raised his head. The
scarlet wine did not fall and swallowed his belly.
“Housekeeper Xia, I tried to teach Anna Jian, not because Adriana is your daughter, but
because Adriana is the woman I like.” Danny Shen said slowly.
…
Anna Jian dragged his body exhausted and returned to Jian’s house.
Never stepping into the door of Jian’s house again, she brought Danny Shen’s original
words to the fuwu old housekeeper of Jian’s family, and Anna Jian was euphemistically
“invited” out of Jian’s house. She didn’t even see the shadow of her biological father and
mother from beginning to end.
Are you so afraid of Danny Shen? Anna Jian twitched the corners of her mouth…
retracted her sight, the wrought iron gate clearly distinguished the relationship between
her and the Jian family, and distinguished everything that belonged to her in the past.
Anna Jian could not tell what it was like at the moment. As soon as she turned around,
two men in police uniforms stopped her: “Miss Anna, given that you spend money to
instigate others to destroy Adriana’s innocence, Adriana Miss Accidentally died, now
please follow us.”
Before being sent to prison, Anna Jian saw Danny Shen, the man standing by the
window in a stalwart figure.
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Anna Jian shook his head and said firmly: “I have never harmed Adriana.”
Danny Shen walked up to Anna Jian without hurries. Anna Jian told herself not to be
afraid, she was innocent and she did not commit a crime.
The delicate little face raised up fearlessly, trying to maintain her composure, but her
trembling shoulders still betrayed her tension… All this was caught by a pair of sharp
eyes.

Chapter 2
A trace of surprise passed through Danny Shen’s eyes… Do you still have to work hard
to maintain her dignity now?
Yes, she is Anna. This woman has always been arrogant and arrogant, even if his
confession is rejected by him.
Danny Shen did not hide her ears and caught her delicate chin.
“Hmm~ it hurts!” The hand holding the chin, like iron tongs, applied the force on Anna
Jian’s chin, as if to crush her chin, and Anna Jian’s painful tears overflowed.
The other party didn’t pity at all, and pinched her chin more and more forcefully: “Who
can think of the vicious heart hidden under this beautiful face?”
“I really haven’t harmed Adriana!” Anna Jian bit her lip, her face pale in pain, “You can’t
just send me to prison like this, there is no evidence.”
“No, I can.” Danny Shen sneered, and said cruelly: “Then, Jian Tongjian Miss, please
enjoy prison life here happily from now on.” Danny Shen loosened her chin, turned and
waved. : Walking is very free and easy.
He is revenge on her. Anna Jian’s face was pale and could not say a word.
The women’s prison is not as peaceful as it seems. On her first night in prison, she was
dragged up in her sleep.
“You guys, what are you going to do?” Anna Jian watched defensively at the malicious
inmates who surrounded her in front of him, “Don’t mess around, or I will call the prison
guard.”
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The female prisoners around listened to her, and instead of being afraid, they looked at
each other one by one and laughed “hahaha”. One of the leading eldest sisters pointed
to Anna’s face: “What did you say? Call the prison guard? Hahaha…I heard you right?
You want to call the prison guard? Throwing to Anna Jian heavily, “Scream! Aren’t you
calling the prison guard?”
Anna Jian was unable to stand on his feet due to the slap, and his ears “buzzed”.
Anna Jian supported the wall with one hand, and after standing firm, suddenly made a
move when everyone was unexpected.
“Snapped!”
The slap fell, and the cell was quiet for a moment. No one thought that this charming
woman would have the courage to fight back.
This sturdy woman was mad by Anna Jian’s slap, her eyes reddened and she
screamed, “Grass~you stinky lady, sisters, give me a fight! It doesn’t matter if you beat
me up, anyway, Mr. Shen ordered. , Don’t be polite, greet this stinky lady, as long as
she doesn’t play to death!”
Anna Jian was shocked, a sharp pain spread from the heart to the limbs! …Danny
Shen! Danny Shen! ! Mr. Shen ordered… Danny Shen! ! !
Anna Jian’s hands and feet were trembling, and his heart was frozen into ice!
No wonder, no prison guards came with such a big movement. No wonder, these sturdy
and burly female prisoners who surrounded her are confident!
Looking up at the female prisoners, she stood up and ran in the direction of the prison
door. She tightened the iron window fence on the prison door and called for help loudly:
“Come here! Hit! Help! Come on! Human!” Knowing that there will be no prison guards,
she can only do a completely useless cry for help!
She was betting that Danny Shen didn’t let these female prisoners “take good care” of
her, even if the possibility was slim… She still had illusions-Danny Shen didn’t hit her
Anna cruelly, and still left room.
“Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!” Her hair was pulled down forcefully, and she was staggered, and
she fell to the ground eating shit. Anna Jian has never been so embarrassed!
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In the next second, Anna was pulled up by the hair, hit and kicked, shēnyin
embarrassedly on the ground: “Uh~”
Anna Jian did not look forward to “Danny Shen’s leaving room.”
She stopped shouting and let these people fist together, and there was only a cheerful
laugh in her ears.
She asked for help not because she was afraid of being beaten or pain, but because
she still believed in the little hope and fantasy in her heart.
Those people got tired from the fight and went to bed.
Anna Jian lay on the ground in pain, tears running down the corner of his eyes, and his
face was muddy.
She has never been bullied so much, never so embarrassed. She just fell in love with
Danny Shen, a man she shouldn’t love!
Why does Adriana have to bear the anger and hatred from Danny Shen when
something happens?
After Adriana’s accident, Anna explained to everyone around him, “I haven’t harmed
Adriana.”
No one wanted to believe it if she tried her best to explain.
She desperately explained: It was not that she asked Adriana to go to “Yise”, but
Adriana was curious about what “bar” was like and asked her to go to “Yise”.
In the eyes of others, her Anna Jian Jian’s family is ostentatious and wanton, and
Adriana is simple and cowardly and timid. How could she take the initiative to ask to go
to a bar and teach so much.
She said that the car broke down on the road, and that’s why the night was late.
But no one believed it, saying that she was arguing. She deliberately let Adriana be
alone in the “night,” so that the group of punks she paid to humiliate Adriana and ruin
Adriana’s innocence.
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But there is no need to do this. Adriana often said to her: “Sister Anna, I don’t have that
feeling for Brother Jin.”
If Adriana is Danny Shen’s girlfriend, she Anna walks around Danny Shen! But Adriana
doesn’t like Danny Shen, does she?
In everyone’s eyes, she Anna is a vicious female partner who does all the bad things.
I probably knew that something was going on, and a few gangsters were missing. Who
knew that they ran into that corner? China is so big that there is no shortage of murder
criminals who have been hiding in the mountains and forests where Liao is uninhabited
for more than ten or twenty years. Jane Tong hopes to catch these gangsters quickly
than anyone else.
She let her tears fall. After the incident, until the moment she went to prison, Anna Jian
firmly believed that she was innocent and she did not commit a crime.
But now, she understands, as long as Danny Shen thinks she is guilty, she deserves to
die.
And all this today is what Mr. Shen meant.
Anna Jian didn’t know that in this future prison life, there are still countless “Mr. Shen’s
meanings” waiting for her.
No Jian’s family, no files, no academic qualifications, jail time…Danny Shen obliterated
all proofs of Anna Jian’s life! Today’s Anna Jian is just a string of criminals with the
number “926”!
Anna Jian figured out everything, hugged her knees, curled herself tighter. …Danny
Shen, completely obliterated the traces of her existence!
early morning
“Hey, wake up. Go wash the toilet…” A female prisoner gave Anna Jian a rude push,
but she screamed, “Ah! It’s dead!”
A courageous female prisoner rushed over and put her finger under Anna Jian’s nose. It
took a while before she noticed a faint breath: “Don’t be noisy! People are still alive! Call
the prison guard!”
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Anna Jian is dead, so he is rescued. This is not necessarily a good thing, endless
humiliation, dark torture, will drive people crazy, will… completely change a person.

Chapter 3
Three years later
The gate of the women’s prison in s city opened, and a woman slowly walked out of it
after a short while.
The woman is ridiculously thin, with the white dress she wore when she was sent to the
women’s prison three years ago. Wearing it now is like putting on a dàmá bag.
She walked slowly, step by step towards the platform more than 100 meters away. She
carried a black plastic bag in her hand. There was 31 and a half in the plastic bag, and
one more.
In the hot summer, walking on the gravel road, visible to the naked eye, a white heat
wave rolled over. Today’s temperature is at least 334 degrees. A woman walks under
the sun, and her body is dry without a drop of sweat.
There were bruises on the pale skin, and even on the face, near the hairline, and at the
corner of the forehead, there was a scar about three centimeters in length, which was
very obtrusive.
When the bus came, the woman got on the bus and carefully took out a yingbi from the
black plastic bag and put it into the bus coin box. There was no one on the bus, and the
driver took a look at her, and then took away his disgusting gaze…The people who got
on the bus here were all prisoners in the prison. Who could be a good person who had
committed a crime?
The woman didn’t seem to see the driver’s eyes, and walked to the back seat of the car.
She went to the back, picked the corner of the back of the car and sat down, trying not
to attract attention.
The car was driving, and she looked out the window along the way… Three years have
changed a lot.
The corners of his mouth pulled out an arc…Yes, three years, the changes have been
so great, not just the world outside the prison? And her.
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When the bus drove to a bustling area, she suddenly got a shock… after she was
released from prison, where would she go back?
Suddenly, she discovered an imminent fact-she had nowhere to go.
Opened the black plastic bag, she counted the 30 dollars and fifty cents left in it
carefully three times…What will happen in the future?
Not far from the roadside, the recruitment information of the merchant attracted her
attention.
“Driver, I want to get out of the car, please open the door.” Three years of jail life has
wiped out her arrogance, speaking to others, always lacking confidence.
The driver complained and opened the door. She thanked her and got out of the car.
I walked to the big picture of the recruitment information, and after looking for a while,
my eyes fell on the words “cleaner” and the words “Enclose a meal.”
She has no family, no files, no education, and has been in jail… I’m afraid she is a
cleaner, and no one wants it. But… squeezing the only 30 yuan and fifty cents left in her
hand, the woman gritted her teeth and walked into this nightclub called “East Emperor
International Entertainment Club”. As soon as she entered, Anna Jian shivered. The airconditioning made her tremble with cold.
…
“Name,” the man said impatiently.
“Anna.” The rough voice sounded slowly, and the gorgeous woman who was holding a
pen to record her information shuddered. The gel pen in her hand almost fell off the
table and asked her dissatisfiedly: “Why is your voice so bad? “
After three years of hell life in prison, Anna is accustomed to Wen Tun. Even though
others have bluntly criticized her in front of her, her voice is unpleasant, she is still mildly
like a temperless person. Said: “Smoked.”
The gorgeous-looking woman was slightly surprised, her probing eyes fell on Anna
Jian’s face, “Fire?”
“Well, fire.” After speaking, he lowered his eyelids faintly. …It’s just a fire caused by
deliberate arson.
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Seeing her, the gorgeous woman didn’t want to say more, she was boring, and no
longer cared, she only frowned and twitched, “No, Donghuang is not an ordinary
entertainment club, nor ordinary guests.” She swept up and down again. Anna Jian
glanced at it, and did not hide his disgust. He obviously looked down on Anna Jian who
was wearing a sack, and the white skirt on her body was not known for how long she
had worn. The white turned yellow.
Donghuang International is not a place where ordinary people can afford it. Even an
ordinary fuwu student must look good and have a hot body. How dare Anna Jian apply
for a job like this?
The gorgeous woman stood up, waved her hand, and denied Anna Jian very seriously:
“No, you can’t do it like this, even if you are a fuwusheng.” She turned and left.
“I applied for a cleaner.”
The rough voice sounded dullly in this small office, successfully stopping the woman’s
footsteps. The woman paused, turned around, raised her eyebrows, and scanned her
up and down again inquiringly. She became suspicious: “I haven’t seen a 20-year-old
Ken Qu and worked hard as a cleaner.”
The youngest auntie here is in her forties. The girl had a broken face on her forehead.
She was as thin as a bamboo pole, but she was only 20 years old. They are over 20
years old here-they are all female models and princesses! Of course, there are fuwu
students.
Never heard of a cleaner in his 20s.
I thought this humble girl would be anxious to complain, telling her that the world is
difficult and life is not easy, if she really talks to herself such a lot of bullshit, she will be
driven out immediately.
The world is difficult, hehe, there are so many stories in the East Emperor that they can
be published into story clubs and can fill a library. Who cares about the life of a stranger
who meets for the first time?
Unexpectedly, he said in an overly excessive voice: “If I can come out to sell, I am
willing to spread my legs and say welcome. Before I came, I had seen myself and I
didn’t have the capital to sell myself, so I would work hard. . Do what you can do.”…
She is just a string of criminals with the number “926”. After entering that place, and
then coming out, why do she need dignity? There was a self-deprecating smile in Anna
Jian’s eyes.
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The gorgeous woman was slightly surprised, and looked at Anna Jian again up and
down, walked back to the desk and picked up a pen to fill in the form: “Anna Jian?
Simple Jane, a child from fairy tales?”
“Correct.”
“It shouldn’t be,” the woman looked at Anna up and down, “will give her child this name,
and your parents should love you very much.”
Jane Tong’s eyes are dumb and there is only a pool of stagnant water… Do you love it?
Well, I love it. If she hadn’t killed Adriana with a vicious heart, she hadn’t brought the
Jian’s family a disaster. Well, about, I love it.
“I have no family.” Anna Jian said calmly.
The gorgeous woman twisted her eyebrows and looked at Anna, and then stopped
asking, stood up and said, “Okay, you can copy it.”
Standing up from the chair, stepping on the 15-centimeter Hengtian Gao and walking to
the door, he suddenly stopped and turned around to warn Anna: “Anna, do you know
why I made an exception to accept you?”
The woman didn’t expect Anna Jian to answer, and went on to say: “Anna Jian, you
have a good saying. If you can sell it, you will sell it. If you can’t sell it, you will do what
you can do.
How many people are twice as old as you, and still don’t understand this truth. They are
arrogant, desperately fighting, thinking that they are fighting against the sky. In fact, they
are superior in their eyes and inferior in their hands. In fact, they never know which
green onion they are.
You are willing to face yourself and understand what you can do. A person who
understands what she can do, I believe, she also understands what she cannot do. “
Having said this, the gorgeous woman squinted her eyes: “Anna, Donghuang is not an
ordinary entertainment club.”
Anna Jian still didn’t slow down, “I see, my voice is bad. I won’t speak casually.”
The gorgeous woman nodded very satisfied, usually she wouldn’t mention some
newcomers, and those who dare to be the emperor must be psychologically prepared.
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Unexpectedly, today will make an exception for a cleaning lady.
Although her status in the Eastern Emperor is not low, but in this blurred metropolis,
which one of the rich and powerful can be offended by her. …… After entering the East
Emperor, you should learn the “rules.”
What should be said and should not be said, what should be done and should not be
done.
“The manager…” Anna Jian was a little hard to say: “I don’t have a place to live.”
The gorgeous woman said, “Call me Miss Alora from now on.” Then she took out her
mobile phone and made a call: “Henry, come here. I just hired a cleaner here. You take
her to the staff dormitory.” After that, she hung up the phone. , Throw a sentence to
Anna Jian:
“Come to work tomorrow.”
Just threw Anna Jian here.
Anna Jian looked at the induction report in his hand, and he was relieved…Tonight,
there is no need to sleep in the street.
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